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Course outline

Warm-up 

■ Fundamentals 

■ Forwarding and routing 

■ Network transport 

Data centers 

■ Data center networking 

■ Data center transport 

Programmability 

■ Software defined networking 

■ Programmable forwarding
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Video 

■ Video streaming 

■ Video stream analytics 

Networking and ML 

■ Networking for ML 

■ ML for networking 

Mobile computing 

■ Wireless and mobile

👈



Learning objectives
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How to accelerate deep learning 
training through better network design?

How to design a networked system to 
support deep learning inference?



Deep learning
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Modern DNNs consist of up to hundreds of layers



Number of parameters

5https://news.developer.nvidia.com/openai-presents-gpt-3-a-175-billion-parameters-language-model/

Typically billions of parameters



Deep learning: training vs. inference
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Labeled 
input data

Unlabeled 
input data

Predicted label

(Stochastic) gradient descent

Loss function



DNN Training



DNN training 
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ResNet50 Training Time

1 TPUv3 10 hours

1024 TPUv3 1.28 mins

BERT Training Time

16 TPUv3 81 hours

1024 TPUv3 76.19 mins

BERT: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.00962.pdf

DNN training is compute-hungry and time-consuming: 
stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

GPU TPU FPGA



Parallel training
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Data parallelism (replicate the model 
for each shard of data)

Model parallelism (parallelize the 
operators in the model)

Data parallelism is generally more efficient for data-
intensive computation like deep learning training



Data parallel DNN training
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Parameter server based synchronization All reduce based synchronization

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~muli/file/parameter_server_osdi14.pdf

Stale Synchronization Parallel

Key-value store



Data parallel DNN training
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Communication is used to 
globally sync with other workers



Dependency graph
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Backward depends on forward Push depends on backward

Pull depends on push Forward depends on pull



Communication scheduling
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First-In-Frist-Out (FIFO) leads to non-overlapping gaps in 
both computing and communication

Motivation for improvement: partitioning the communication 
blocks (tensors) and performing prioritization



Communication scheduling with priority
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Fine-grained prioritized scheduling can improve 
the overlap between computing and 

communication, reducing the idle time



Heterogeneity in deep learning systems
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ML frameworks Communication paradigms Network protocols

How to design a communication scheduler that can: (1) work in all setups, (2) 
require minimal modifications, and (3) guarantee scheduling optimality



ByteScheduler

Observation: the dependency graph is intrinsic to deep 
learning training, regardless of the ML framework, the 
communication paradigm, and the network protocols 

ByteScheduler 

■ A generic communication scheduling framework for deep 
learning training 

■ A principled scheduling algorithm that is guided by theory 
and works in practice 

Challenges 

■ Deal with different ML frameworks 

■ Deal with different runtime environments
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ACM SOSP 2019



Challenge 1: different ML frameworks

Framework types 

■ Imperative (e.g., PyTorch) and declarative (e.g., TensorFlow) 

Global barrier between iterations (in PyTorch and TensorFlow) 

■ Causes scheduling of push or all-reduce ineffective
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Challenge 2: different runtime environments

Overhead for tensor partitioning and scheduling 

■ Different for different system setups and network conditions 

■ How to balance the performance gain with the overhead? 

■ System parameters (e.g., tensor partition size) need to be dynamic depending on the runtime configurations, e.g., 
network bandwidth, DNN type
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ByteScheduler: unified scheduler across frameworks 
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Plugin: Wrap each 
communication as 

a CommTask

Core: Partition and 
schedule 

CommTasks



CommTask: a unified abstraction

CommTask: A wrapped communication operation, e.g., push one tensor, all-reduce one tensor 

CommTask APIs implemented in framework plugins 

■ partition(size): Partition a CommTask into SubCommTasks with tensors no larger than a threshold size 

■ notify_ready(): Notify Core about the readiness of a CommTask 

■ start(): Start a CommTask by calling the underlying push/pull/all-reduce 

■ notify_finish(): Notify Core about the completion of a CommTask
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Dependency proxy 

Dependency proxy is an operator to get the scheduling control from the frameworks to the Core 

■ Trigger CommTask.notify_ready() through a callback 

■ Wait to finish until Core calls CommTask.start() 

■ Generate completion signal using CommTask.notify_finish()
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MXNet



Dependency proxy: crossing the global barrier

Some ML frameworks impose global barrier: TensorFlow, PyTorch 

Out of engine communication: Start the actual communication outside the engine 

Layer-wise out-of-engine dependencies: build correct dependency for each layer by adding a proxy to block 
forward computation
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Introduce an async proxy 
operation to let the global 
barrier pass immediately



Dependency proxy: crossing the global barrier

Some ML frameworks impose global barrier: TensorFlow, PyTorch 

Out of engine communication: Start the actual communication outside the engine 

Layer-wise out-of-engine dependencies: build correct dependency for each layer by adding a proxy to block 
forward computation
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Another type of proxy to block the FP in the next 
iteration before the communication finishes 



Optimal scheduling policy

Optimization goal: minimizing the time for each iteration 

Optimal scheduling theory 

■ For parameter server: prioritize push(i) over push(j), and pull(i) over pull(j), for all i < j 

■ For all-reduce: prioritize allreduce(i) over allreduce(j), for all i < j 

■ Assuming infinitely small tensor partition size and immediate preemption without overhead 

Practice 

■ Tensor partitioning overhead: PRC serialization, ACK  

■ Task preemption overhead: wait until the scheduled communication task to finish
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Credit-based preemption

Traditional stop-and-wait approach  

■ Sends a single tensor and wait for its ACK 

■ Cannot fully utilize network bandwidth 

Credit-based preemption 

■ Works like a sliding window and the credit is the window size 

■ Allows multiple tensors in a sliding window to be sent 
concurrently 

Credit size: an important system parameter 

■ Pro: higher bandwidth utilization 

■ Con: less timely preemption due to FIFO communication stack
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P1P2P3P4

Priority: P4 > P3 > P2 > P1

Time

P1P2 P3 P4

Stop-and-wait

Credit-based (with credit 2)

P1P2P3 P4



Auto-tuning partition size and credit size

Optimal partition size and credit size are hard to decide 

■ Affected by many factors, e.g., network bandwidths, number of workers, DNN models, CPU/GPU types 

Use Bayesian Optimization for auto-tuning 

■ Works with general objective function 

■ Minimize the overhead, i.e., the number of sampled points
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Results: scalability
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MXNet framework, Parameter Server paradigm, RDMA network

Up to 170% improvements and close to linear scaling

Vanilla ML frameworks



Results: different ML frameworks
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Model: VGG16

Up to 196% improvements compared with baselines (vanilla ML frameworks)



Results: different network bandwidth conditions
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MXNet framework, Parameter Server paradigm, RDMA network

Consistent speedup under varying network bandwidths; auto-
tuning improves the system performance 



DNN Inference



Deep neural networks
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DNNs are computation intensive, even in the inference phase.



Mobile accelerators
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Domain-specific processors for deep neural 
networks on mobile phones!



Battery constraint
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Still, battery life of mobile devices is limited.



How to handle DNNs on mobile devices

Status quo 

■ Cloud-only: large data volume, high latency and energy cost 

■ Mobile-only: limited computational power and battery
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Cloud-only Mobile-only



How to handle them
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Cloud-only Mobile-only

Optimization: low-latency 
network protocols, 

compression

Optimization: model 
compression, pruning, 

quantization, accelerators

Can we combine the two?



Neurosurgeon
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Partition the DNN model into two parts and execution them 
collaboratively on both the mobile and the cloud

ACM ASPLOS 2017



In-depth examination - latency

Observations 

■ Cloud computation is much faster than mobile computation (even with mobile GPUs) 

■ Data transfer could dominate the overall latency due to large data transfer (especially with poor network 
conditions)
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In-depth examination - energy

Observations 

■ Mobile devices consume more energy transferring data via LTE and 3G than computing locally on the GPU 

■ Using WiFi network can provide energy gains over computation on mobile GPU
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Recall
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A DNN consists of multiple layers of computing.



Per-layer examination

Observations 

■ Each layer has a different computation and data profile 

■ The latency of convolution and pooling layers relatively small, fully-connected layers incur high latency 

■ Convolution and pooling layers at the front and full-connected layers at the end  

■ The front-end layers reduce the size of data gradually
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Unique opportunity for partitioning in the middle of the DNN!

Less computation, more data More computation, less data



DNN partitioning
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Partitioning can be done based on different metrics: latency or energy



Generalization: latency-based partitioning
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The same principles can be applied to a large variety of DNN models.



Generalization: energy-based partitioning
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The same principles can be applied to a large variety of DNN models.



Neurosurgeon

Partitions DNN based on 

■ DNN topology (layers): computation latency, and output data size 

■ Dynamic factors: wireless network condition, and data center workload
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Network condition Workload

DNN topology



Neurosurgeon

Deployment 

■ Profiles mobile device and the server to general performance prediction models for the spectrum of DNN layer 
types 

■ Application-agnostic, once for a given set of mobile and server platforms
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Neurosurgeon

Runtime 

■ Analyzes and extracts the DNN layer types and configurations 

■ Uses prediction models to estimate the latency and energy consumption for executing each layer on mobile or the 
cloud 

■ Selects the best partition point considering the current bandwidth and data center load level 

■ Executes the DNN between the mobile and cloud
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Performance 
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Achieve up to 40x speedup on some DNN models.  
Highly dependent on the DNN architecture.



Impact of network
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When bandwidth is too low: local execution 
When bandwidth is high enough: remote execution



Impact of data center load
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When data center load is low: remote execution 
When data center load is too high: local execution



Summary

DNN becomes popular in many applications 

■ Computation-intensive: many layers, massive parameters 

■ Training and inference: require system/network support 

DNN training 

■ Communication scheduling can accelerate training process 

■ ByteScheduler: a unified communication scheduler for all ML frameworks, runtime environments, and network 
protocols 

DNN inference 

■ Both cloud-only and mobile-only impose constraints 

■ Neurosurgeon: hybrid solution spanning across the cloud and the mobile via optimal DNN partitioning
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Next time: machine learning for networking
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Can we use machine learning to power the intelligence of the network?


